The SQCRAMscope is a recently realized Scanning Quantum CRyogenic Atom Microscope that utilizes an atomic Bose-Einstein condensate to measure magnetic fields emanating from solid-state samples. The quantum sensor does so with unprecedented DC sensitivity at micron resolution from room-to-cryogenic temperatures [1] . An additional advantage of the SQCRAMscope is the preservation of optical access to the sample: Magnetometry imaging of, e.g., electron transport may be performed in concert with other imaging techniques. This multimodal imaging capability can be brought to bear with great effect in the study of nematicity in iron-pnictide high-temperature superconductors, where the relationship between electronic and structural symmetry-breaking resulting in a nematic phase is under debate. Here, we combine the SQCRAMscope with an in situ microscope that measures optical birefringence near the surface. This enables simultaneous and spatially resolved detection of both bulk and surface manifestations of nematicity via transport and structural deformation channels, respectively. By performing the first local measurement of emergent resistivity anisotropy in iron pnictides, we observe a spatially inhomogeneous increase in the temperature at which optical birefringence appears near the surface over that at which anisotropic local transport appears within the bulk. This is consistent with the existence of a higher-temperature so-called 'extraordinary' surface nematic transition [2] [3] [4] , albeit one that emerges inhomogeneously. More broadly, these measurements demonstrate the SQCRAMscope's ability to reveal important insights into the physics of complex quantum materials.
Electronic nematicity, the breaking of crystal rotational symmetry that is driven by electronic degrees of freedom, has been intensely studied due to its proximity to high-temperature superconductivity and putative quantum criticality [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Iron-pnictide hightemperature superconductors are archetypal examples of such behavior [12] . Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 , whose schematic phase diagram is shown in Fig. 1(a) , exhibits a nematic phase transition at a critical temperature T nem (x). Bulk structural and thermodynamic studies show that at this temperature the lattice undergoes a tetragonal-toorthorhombic transition that spontaneously breaks fourfold (C 4 ) rotational symmetry [13] [14] [15] . Simultaneous with this structural symmetry breaking is the onset of a difference in resistivity along the crystal axes, thus breaking the same C 4 symmetry [16, 17] . The observation of a large resistivity anisotropy in the orthorhombic state and the temperature dependence of the strain-induced resistivity anisotropy in the tetragonal state [18, 19] have been interpreted as compelling evidence that the structural phase transition is driven by electronic nematic order [20] .
The C 4 rotational symmetry is broken in one of two energetically degenerate ways, resulting in twin domains [21] ; see Fig. 1(a) . In the absence of a bias * F.Y, S.F.T., and S.D.E contributed equally to this work. strain, domains of both types form with a resistivity anisotropy that alternates in sign between neighboring domains. Any probe that averages over a sample volume larger than the characteristic domain size will not accurately measure the behavior of a single domain. Consequently, previous bulk measurements of resistivity anisotropy have required the application of a large uniaxial stress to detwin the crystal, limiting the inferences that can be drawn about the strain-free material [16, 17] . We overcome this by imaging bulk transport locally within domains of a nominally unstrained sample using our new SQCRAMscope technique. Simultaneously, we directly image the domains near the surface through optical birefringence: The structural symmetrybreaking causes a rotation of the polarization of linearly polarized light upon reflection, θ. This rotation also alternates in sign between domains.
Optical pump-probe spectroscopy [22, 23] , ARPES [24] [25] [26] , NMR [27] , and torque magnetometry [28] have reported the onset of C 4 -symmetry breaking ∼20-K above T nem in BaFe 2 (As 1−x P x ) 2 and Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 , while high-resolution specific heat measurements exclude a bulk phase transition in this temperature range [18, 29] . The simplest explanation for this apparent contradiction is that unintended strain, e.g., from growth or mounting, induces anisotropy above T nem as a consequence of the large nematic susceptibility [30] . However, a combined micro-Laue diffraction and optical pumping study of BaFe 2 (As 1−x P x ) 2 indicates In the high-temperature phase (white) the material is a metal with tetragonal crystal structure. At the phase boundary Tnem, the material undergoes a transition to a nematic state (orange) that breaks four-fold rotational symmetry while preserving lattice translational symmetry. At the lower temperature phase boundary TN , the material becomes a stripe-like antiferromagnet (AFM, crimson). There is a dome of superconductivity (blue) that intersects the nematic transition line near its maximum critical temperature. Inset: schematic of the crystal structure of BaFe2As2both above and below the structural transition. Shown is the Fe (brown)-As (pink) plane with the tetragonal (t) and orthorhombic (o) crystal axes labeled. (b) A quasi-1D BEC (red) is magnetically confined two-microns from the surface of the pnictide sample using an atom-chip trap (not shown) [1, 5] . The crystal forms domains with anisotropic resistivity upon cooling (blue and green stripes). Consequently, a homogeneous injection of electric current (light blue arrows) into these domains flows in a zigzag fashion from one gold contact (at bottom of panel) to the other (not shown). The density of the BEC is imaged with a high numerical aperture lens (left) by absorption imaging of a resonant laser (transparent red). The density modulation is proportional to the local magnetic field alongx generated by the inhomogeneous current in the sample. Vertical optical imaging through a second lens (right) using polarized light (transparent white) measures the near-surface birefringence of the crystal. The penetration depth of the imaging light is on the order of 30 nm, much shorter than the ∼20-µm-thick sample. (c) In the orthorhombic phase, domains form with one of two different crystal axis orientations, shown as blue and green. These domains have an anisotropic resistivity, ρa < ρ b , as indicated by the gray ellipses. Upon crossing a domain wall, the principal axes of the resistivity tensor are expected to interchange (as we indeed observe below). As a result, an average current density J bulk (large cyan arrow) sent through the crystal inx bends toward ±ŷ at each domain boundary, forming a zigzag pattern (solid cyan path of smaller arrow). (d) Simulation of the x-component of the magnetic field produced by current shown in (c). The BEC density (red) changes according to the sign and magnitude of the y-component of the current density jy.
that the nematicity is weakest at the regions of strongest strain, casting doubt on this hypothesis [22] . Song et al. have proposed an "extraordinary" nematic surface phase transition [2] [3] [4] , in which the surface breaks C 4 symmetry at a higher temperature than the bulk. Such a scenario would be consistent with the detection of anisotropy above T nem by surface sensitive probes such as ARPES and optical spectroscopy, but not in the bulk specific heat [18] . Complicating matters, however, is that NMR [27] and torque magnetometry [28] detect anisotropy at T > T nem and both probes are sensitive to the bulk. Addressing this discrepancy requires measuring the same sample simultaneously with probes that are separately sensitive to surface and bulk manifestations of nematicity.
We have recently introduced the SQCRAMscope [1], a quantum-noise-limited scanning-probe magnetometer that leverages the techniques of ultracold atomic physics to image magnetism and electronic transport in solidstate samples. The SQCRAMscope has heretofore only been tested with gold samples [1] ; we use it for imaging strongly correlated materials for the first time in this work. By employing a magnetically levitated atomic Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) that can be scanned within microns of the surface of a material, the microscope makes 2D spatially resolved measurements of the magnetic field emanating from samples with unprecedented DC magnetic field sensitivity. Electronic currents flowing in the material, e.g., injected through contacts, create a magnetic field that can be imaged by the SQCRAMscope. The 2D current density can be reconstructed using the Biot-Savart law by measuring the separation between BEC and sample [1] . Its ability to image samples with micron resolution over a wide temperature range recommends it for the study of nematicity in pnictides. substrate and electrically contacted by gold wires on two sides, is brought in close proximity to an atom chip. The atom chip provides a smooth, harmonic trapping magnetic field that confines a quasi-1D BEC (red) within microns of the surface of the sample. Any magnetic field B(x, y) sourced from the sample is superposed upon that of the trap. Along the long, weakly confined axis of the BEC (x), the density of the BEC will respond to the xcomponent of the magnetic field B x (x, y). By imaging the density of the BEC with a high-numerical-aperture (NA) lens while scanning the sample position with respect to the BEC, we can create 2D maps of B x (x, y). In this experiment, B x is produced by spatial inhomogeneity of one component of the current density j y (x, y) flowing through the sample. Deconvolving B x (x, y) with the Biot-Savart kernel allows one to calculate j y (x, y) from the measured field B x (x, y); see Supp. Sec. F. The SQCRAMscope's current density resolution is bounded from below by the resolution in magnetic field. This in turn is limited by the NA of the imaging objective to 2.2µm [1] . The effective resolution is larger for samples thicker than a few microns; see Supp. Sec. F. We augmented the SQCRAMscope with an in situ optical birefringence microscope; see rightward lens in Fig. 1(b) and description in Supp. Sec. K. In the context of the iron pnictides, the angle θ(x, y) by which the polarization of linearly polarized light is rotated upon reflection is, to first order, linearly proportional to the orthorhombic structural distortion. Birefringence measurements have previously been used to image twin domain formation [21, 31] . The 780-nm light used in our birefringence microscope has a skin depth of ∼30 nm [23] in Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 and is thus primarily sensitive to structure near the surface of the material. In contrast, SQCRAMscope magnetometry is sensitive to the current density convolved throughout the bulk of the sample; see Supp. Sec. F. This multimodal SQCRAMscope thus has selective sensitivity to both bulk and near-surface ne-maticity.
We now present magnetometry and birefringence measurements of single-crystal Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 with dopings x = 0 (T nem = 135 K) and 2.5% (T nem = 98 K); see Supp. Sec. C. These crystals are known to form domain walls along the 100 directions of the tetragonal Fe lattice. For the samples we study, cleaved ∼25-µm thick and cut along the 110 directions, we expect domains to form at the temperature of rotational symmetry breaking with domain walls oriented at 45°with respect to the sample edges-e.g., 45°tox andŷ in Figs. 1(b-d) -and no bulkẑ dependence [21] .
The domains will manifest as alternating stripes in birefringence measurements where θ(x, y) changes sign, as shown schematically in Fig. 1(c) . The domain structure will also present itself in the meandering of current density flowing through the domains due to the abrupt change in the resistivity tensor at the domain walls. On one side, ρ x > ρ y , and vice versa on the other. Current, injected by macroscopic contacts and oriented alongx, will take the path of least resistance through this domain structure. As shown in Fig. 1(c) , j y (x, y) will change sign at each domain wall while j(x, y), spatially averaged over all domains, yields a net current j bulk alongx. j y (x, y) creates a spatially modulated B x (x, y) that follows the underlying domain structure. Figure 1(d) shows the simulated B x (x, y) that would arise from the domain structure in Fig. 1(c) ; see Supp. Sec. J. Thus, in a SQCRAMscope measurement wherein the BEC is oriented alonĝ x, the expected signatures of nematic domains are peaks and valleys in B x (x, y) in correspondence with those in θ(x, y).
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show large area θ(x, y) images for x = 0 and x = 2.5% at T = 112 K and T = 76 K, respectively. Both clearly show the formation of twin domains oriented along the 110 directions. The remaining panels in Figure 2 show magnified θ(x, y), B x (x, y), and j y (x, y) images corresponding to the areas marked in white in panels (a) and (b). As expected, both B x (x, y) and j y (x, y) exhibit stripes in correspondence with those in θ(x, y).
We measured B x (x, y) and θ(x, y) for temperatures between 36-138 K for x = 0 and 33-110 K for x = 2.5%. Images are taken in the same fields of view as in Figs. 2(c,d); see scan regions P1 and D1 in Supp. Sec D. We average B x (x, y) and θ(x, y) along the translationally invariant direction of the twin domain walls at each temperature. The resulting functionsB x (x, T ) andθ(x, T ) are plotted in Figs. 3(a-d). At each temperature, the resistivity anisotropy is calculated from the current density using 1 − ρ a /ρ b = 2δj y /(j bulk + δj y ), where δj y is the change in j y between adjacent domains and is calculated fromB x (x, T ); see Supp. Sec. H. The total current density j bulk is calculated from the sample geometry and known sample current. This value is consistent with its effect on the trapping potential of the BEC; see Supp. Sec. E.
We plot the temperature dependence of the resistivity anisotropy, 1 − ρ a /ρ b , for x = 0 and 2.5% in Figs. 3(e,f). These represent the first local measurements of resistivity anisotropy under nominally strain-free conditions. For comparison, we also plot the resistivity anisotropy for samples of the same doping, but measured using bulk resistivity under uniaxial stress [16, 32] . The onset of resistivity anisotropy is sharper for the local SQCRAMscope measurements and occurs closer to T nem . This can be attributed to the large symmetry-breaking strain applied to detwin the crystals in the bulk measurements that, in the presence of a large nematic susceptibility [30] , results in significant resistivity anisotropy above T nem . The sharpness of the transition in the local SQCRAMscope measurement empirically demonstrates the nearly strainfree conditions in our experiment. We observe a local resistivity anisotropy that is generally smaller than that from these previously reported bulk measurements. This discrepancy deserves comment. First, a difference between our nominally strainfree measurements and those under uniaxial strain is expected near T nem due to the diverging nematic susceptibility [30] . That this discrepancy persists to the lower temperatures is more surprising. Figure 3 (e) shows that our measured resistivity anisotropy at low temperatures is, to within error, the same as for one of these strained samples. While comparable data is not available for x = 2.5%, this suggests that the discrepancy between our measurements and those of strained samples is within the range of sample-to-sample variation. Another possibility is that the apparent resistivity anisotropy in the SQCRAMscope measurement is smaller due to the presence of domains smaller than our spatial resolution [33] . However, it may also be that the resistivity anisotropy in unstrained samples is, in fact, systematically smaller than in those under uniaxial strain. This merits further investigation beyond the scope of this paper.
We now turn to a comparison of the temperature dependencies of the magnetic versus optical signatures of rotational symmetry breaking. To track the onset of nematic domain formation, we define the domainaveraged amplitude for magnetometry and birefringence modulations to be A B (T ) and A θ (T ), respectively; see Supp. Sec. I. Figures 4(a,b) show the temperature dependences ofθ(x, T ) andB x (x, T ), respectively, for the region P2 in the x = 0 sample. The resulting A θ (T ) and A B (T ) are plotted in Fig. 4(c) , colored blue and orange, respectively. The signal in both channels drops to zero at 135 K, in agreement with the measured bulk nematic transition temperature T nem ; see Supp. Sec. C. Figures 4(d-f) show analogous data for the region D2 in the x = 2.5% sample. The magnetic and optical data are once again in good agreement, falling to zero at 96.5 K, a temperature also consistent with bulk measurements.
However, the behavior is qualitatively different in some regions of the doped sample. Figures 4(g-i) show the temperature dependence for the region D3 in the x = 2.5% sample, a visually similar region to D2. A discrepancy appears between the temperature dependence of the For comparison, we also plot bulk resistivity anisotropy under uniaxial stress for Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 samples. Data for the orange curve is reproduced from [16] , while the red curves are reproduced from [32] . The dashed (dash-dotted) curves are for "as-grown" (annealed) samples. Nematic and Néel transition temperatures are indicated by solid and dotted black lines.
optical and magnetic signals: The magnetic signal again drops to zero at 96.5 K, while the optical signal persists to ∼100 K. A qualitatively similar example of this behavior is shown in Supp. Sec B. These data are consistent with a higher nematic transition temperature at or near the surface than in the bulk-at some locations. However, they also clearly demonstrate that the twindomains associated with the nematic transition do not extend more than a few degrees above T nem , in contrast to previous reports of C 4 symmetry breaking as high as 20-K above T nem [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Notably, we do observe nonzero birefringence with long-length-scale modulations extending ∼60-K above T nem . This is consistent with those previous reports and likely due to nematic susceptibility in the presence of extrinsic strain; see Supp. Sec. A.
In summary, we have used SQCRAMscope magnetometry to make the first local resistivity anisotropy measurements in iron pnictides. Moreover, we perform simultaneous measurements of optical rotation arising from structural distortion near the surface. Together, these measurements reveal that at some, but not all, positions in the Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 crystals, twin domains appear in optical birefringence at temperatures higher than in magnetometry. This is consistent with an 'extraordinary' surface nematic transition, at which the surface orders at a higher temperature than the bulk [2] [3] [4] . Moreover, the transition might be inhomogeneously stabilized by extrinsic strain or disorder.
These measurements demonstrate the versatility of the SQCRAMscope as a novel quantum sensor for studying quantum materials. By combining ultrasensitive magnetometry with room-to-cryogenic temperature operation, micron resolution, and optical access for complementary imaging modalities, the SQCRAMscope is now well placed to image a wide range of quantum materials, including high-T c cuprates and electron hydrodynamic materials.
We thank S. Kivelson for enlightening discussions, and Jiun-Haw Chu for early samples. We acknowledge funding support for apparatus construction from ONR (N00014-17-1-2248). .5% sample at location D2; and (g-i) the same x = 2.5% sample at location D3. Shown in columns from left to right are the birefringence signal during sample warm-up through the transition, the magnetometry signal taken concurrently from the same region, and the domain amplitudes AB(T ) (orange) and A θ (T ) (blue). In the parent compound, the nematic domains appear at the same temperature in both Bx(x, y) and θ(x, y) (a-c). In contrast, a variety of location-dependent phenomena in the x = 2.5% sample. In some regions, the transition is seen via both probes as concurrent (d-f), whereas an apparent shift in transition temperature (g-i) is evident in others. Concomitant with this shift seems to be a bifurcation of the domains above Tnem. Note that the closely spaced maxima in (g) appear as a single maximum in (h) due to resolution blurring; see Supp. Sec. F.
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
A. Long-length-scale inhomogeneous birefringence A variety of experimental probes are reported as having detected rotational C 4 symmetry breaking persisting tens of kelvin above the bulk structural transition temperature (as determined by scattering and thermodynamic probes) [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . However, in the main text, we demonstrate that the twin-domains associated with the nematic phase are restricted to a few kelvin above the bulk structural transition temperature. To reconcile this apparent discrepancy, we now detail our observation of birefringence that is inhomogeneous on long-length-scales and persists to temperatures as high as 60-K above T nem . These observations are consistent with the previous reports of C 4 symmetry breaking at T > T nem .
Supplemental Fig. 1 shows wide-area birefringence (θ(x, y)) images for x = 0 and 2.5% samples at temperatures below, at, and above their respective T nem . While short-length-scale birefringence modulations from twindomains disappear above T nem , long-length-scale, inhomogeneous birefringence persists up to 60-K higher.
Supplemental Figs. 1(d,h) show birefringence in the blue and orange boxes plotted versus temperature. Evident are the expected kinks in |θ(x, y)| due to the peak in nematic susceptibility near T nem . Interestingly, the sign of θ(x, y) in the parent sample is the same in the two regions despite being morphologically consistent with orthogonally oriented domains. This might indicate the presence of a quenched lattice distortion from unintended strain along the same direction in both regions. That could cause the ∼ + 0.2-baseline shift we observe around which short and long-length-scale birefringence is modulated. Such a picture is also consistent with the observed peak, rather than dip, in the orange region's rotation, since the prevailing distortion axis would be co-aligned with that in the blue region.
We were not able to determine whether long-lengthscale resistivity anisotropy is coincident with this birefringence. Nevertheless, these observations suggest that the anisotropy observed by other probes [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] at T > T nem may be the result of a large nematic susceptibility coupled to inhomogeneous unintended strain.
B. Additional transition temperature splitting data Supplementary Figs. 2(a)-(c) show birefringence, magnetic field, and domain amplitudes A B (T ) (orange) and A θ (T ) (blue) for scan region D4 of the sample with x=2.5%. Similar to region D3 shown in Figs. 4(g)-(h) , these data show the domain amplitude measured in magnetometry dropping to zero at a lower temperature than that measured in polarimetry. Also clear is the fact that the lower effective spatial resolution of magnetometry resolves fewer domains than optical polarimetry. Nevertheless, as discussed above, this does not significantly diminish our ability to measure the difference in transition temperatures in the field of view. Note that across the several datasets we have shown, the local transition temperatures seem to have a significant spatial variation, as well as a varying degree of transition sharpness. This suggests that local unintended strain might play a role in the shift of transition temperatures.
C. Sample preparation
Single crystals of Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 , with nominal composition x = 0% and 2.5%, were grown using the self-flux technique described in Ref. [29] . The structural and Néel transition temperatures were determined from bulk resistivity measurements on crystals from the same growth batch following the procedure in Ref. [16] . The intra-batch variations in transition temperatures are typically ∼1 K.
The crystals were cleaved and cut into thin rectangular plates, with edges of the crystal cut at roughly 45
• to the tetragonal axis. The sizes of the crystals were measured using an SEM to be: 1.69 mm × 2.35 mm × 28 µm for the parent crystal, and 1.78 mm × 2.23 mm × 22 µm for the 2.5%-doped crystal. The variation in thickness is of the order 5%-10%. The crystals were positioned on lithographically patterned gold wires on the silicon wafer used to support the samples in the SQCRAMscope using a flip-chip bonder, and electrical contact between crystal and gold was made using silver epoxy.
D. Location of scan regions
The location of the scan regions P1, P2, D1, D2 and D3 referred to in the main text are indicated in Supp. Fig. 3 .
E. Magnetometry measurement of bulk current density
In our calculations of resistivity anisotropy, we use a bulk current density j bulk that is determined by dividing the total sample current by the cross-sectional area of the sample. This assumes that j bulk is spatially homogeneous. To substantiate this assumption, we carried out a more direct local measurement of j bulk , as we now explain. (The data listed below are taken from the parent compound as an example. Similar measurements carried out on the 2.5% doped sample shows no discrepency and are omitted here.) Due to the shape of our BEC trapping field, applying a magnetic field perpendicular to the BEC changes the distance between the sample surface and the BEC (which we refer to as the BEC height). The bulk sample current flows parallel to the BEC (along the x axis), which generates a perpendicular magnetic field (along the y axis). Thus, the BEC height reflects the mean current densityj bulk in its vicinity. Starting with the BEC positioned about 10-µm away from the sample surface, we measured its height as a function of the total sample current, as shown in Supp. Fig. 4 . We can determine the response of the gas height to the sample current to be −(37 ± 5) µm/A in this example measurement. We then calibrated the response with external bias coils to find a coefficient of 11 ± 1 µm/G, from which we deduce that the sample generates a bias field near its surface with a field-per-current coefficient of B x /I = 3.4 ± 0.5 G/A. Since the BEC height is much smaller than the lateral size of the sample, the field near the sample can be modelled by a thick infinite-sized slab conductor with current density j y and magnetic field B x given by
where µ 0 is the vacuum permeability, d is the thickness of the sample, and w is the width of the sample. Given the sample dimensions listed in Supp. Sec. A, we expect a field-per-current coefficient of 3.7 G/A, in agreement with the BEC-height measurements. This shows that the local j bulk at the location we perform our magnetometry does not deviate substantially from that calculated assuming a spatially uniform distribution.
F. Extracting current density from magnetic field
We describe the method used to extract current density j y (x, y) from the magnetic field B x (x, y) measured using the SQCRAMscope. This method expands upon that detailed in Ref. [1] . Assuming an infinite sheet of electric current that is uniform along its thickness h, the Green's function for the Biot-Savart kernel G(k x , k y ) used to compute the field a distance d from the surface of the sheet is given by
wherek ≡ k 2 x + k 2 y is the spatial wavenumber. The ycomponent of the current density j y is computed by deconvolution with the Biot-Savart kernel, or equivalently by division in Fourier space:
The Green's function for an infinitesimally thin sheet of current a depth d within the sample decays exponentially with length scale 1/k. Thus, spatial frequencies corresponding to 12 µm, for example, which close to the width of a typical domain in our samples, have a decay length of 1/k = 2 µm within the bulk. Supplementary that magnetometry is primarily sensitive to the top few microns of sample current when detecting signals with spatial extent matched with the typical domain size. In contrast to the 30-nm penetration-depth scale of the optical measurements, this corresponds to bulk length scales.
The convolution method described above is mathematically exact, but also extremely sensitive to highfrequency noise due to the exponential term in Eq. (2) unless Γ ≡ (d ± h/2) max (k)
1. In the present work Γ ≈ 300. Thus, we must suppress high frequencies with an appropriately chosen window function. We use a Hanning window,
with a cut-off that removes all frequencies greater than 2π/λ. The value of λ should be chosen large enough to not filter out critical frequency components of the signal, but not so large as to allow excessive amounts of noise to corrupt the signal. This number will set the effective spatial resolution of the SQCRAMscope for imaging current density, down to a limit no smaller than the spatial resolution for magnetic field imaging (presently 2.2 µm with the lens system being used) [1] . For the 2D current density plots in Figs. 2 (g) and (h), the large thickness of the samples requires a relatively large value of λ to adequately suppress high-frequency noise. We choose λ = 8 µm, resulting a FWHM point-spread resolution of 8 µm when imaging current density in these samples. The 8-µm cutoff is chosen to minimize the amplified noise without significantly reducing the size of the measured signal in any but the smallest of domains; 8 µm is close to the width of the narrowest domains imaged in Figs. 2.
G. Model relating current density to resistivity anisotropy
This section describes the derivation of an expression for resistivity anisotropy. An analytic model is used to relate resistivity anisotropy to current density. We then use this model in Supp. Sec. H to calculate resistivity anisotropy from measured current density.
Consider an infinite conductor in a 2D plane representing a crystal in the orthorhombic phase. A single, infinitely long domain wall extends through the crystal at 45°to the x and y axes, as shown in Supp. Fig. 6 . In the upper domain, denoted (1), the a and b crystal axes are parallel to the x and y coordinate axes, respectively, while in the lower domain, denoted (2), the situation is reversed: a is parallel to y and b is parallel to x. In each domain, the resistivity takes a value ρ a along the crystal a axis and ρ b along the b axis.
In this model, current is driven along the x direction, and the current flow is deflected at the domain boundary by the anisotropic resistance to give a finite current density in the y direction. Let j
y , and j (2) y refer to current densities in the x and y directions in either the first or second domain region, as denoted by the superscript. We can experimentally measure the difference in current along the y direction in the two domains
We treat all other current densities, as well as the resistivities, as unknown, and gather a set of equations that will let us solve for the ratio of resistivities, 1 − ρ a /ρ b . Two relations can be obtained by conservation of charge and Faraday's law. These give, respectively, ∇ · j = 0 and ∇ × E = 0, where E denotes the electric field. Taking a divergence and line integral, respectively, across a long, narrow box straddling the domain boundary, we can convert these differential equations to simple forms. Defining the coordinates x (y ) to be perpendicular (parallel) to the domain wall, we write the result of these integrals as:
Converting back to the x − y coordinate system and inserting the constitutive equation E i = ρ ij j j , we arrive at the following equations:
y .
Supp. Fig. 3 . SQCRAMscope magnetometry scan regions. The scan regions P1 and P2 are indicated by red parallelograms on θ(x, y) images for parent BaFe2As2 in panels (a-b). The regions D1-4 are similarly indicated for 2.5% Co-doped Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 in panels (c-e). Red arrows indicate the direction of the scan. The speckles seen on the sample surfaces were likely introduced post-growth via accidental ablation of glue. They do not have a noticeable effect on electronic transport.
We now obtain a final set of two equations by inserting assumptions about the net flow of current. To obtain a more general result, we allow for the two domains to be of unequal size, letting a fraction f 1 of the sample be domain 1 and a fraction f 2 be domain 2, where f 1 + f 2 = 1. We assume there is a net current density j bulk in the x direction, and no net current in the y direction, repre- senting our current supply driving electronic transport through the crystal. By averaging the x current over a line parallel to the y axis, while averaging the y current (1) (1) (2) (2) Supp. Fig. 6 . Domain structure for theoretical calculation of anisotropy.
over a plane parallel to the x axis, we obtain:
We can now solve this set of equations for 1 − ρ a /ρ b in terms of δj y , j bulk , f 1 , and f 2 . First, we take Eq. (5) and Eq. (11), which combine to give:
Substituting these into Eq. (8) and Eq. (10), we solve for j (1) x and j
x :
Finally, we substitute the above into Eq. (9):
Simplifying, we obtain:
We can then rewrite this as
This equation provides the resistivity anisotropy as a function of only the known bulk current density j bulk and the measured current density δj y . Note that this equation is also independent of the relative size of the domains, as the geometric factors f 1 and f 2 do not appear in the result.
To verify the validity of this equation, we performed finite element simulations of electric current flowing through adjacent domains. The domains have alternating anisotropic resistance and varying widths, similar to the domain patterns we see in the measured Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 crystals. Equation (19) correctly determined the anisotropy in these models to within numerical error of a few percent, and did so consistently for a variety of domain widths and anisotropy magnitudes.
H. Computation of resistivity anisotropy from magnetic field
We now detail the use of the model described above in Supp. Sec. G to compute the temperature dependence of the resistivity anisotropy from the measured magnetic field B x . To compute the resistivity anisotropy using Eq. (19) , one must first calculate the current density j y . While the deconvolution method detailed in Supp. Sec. F calculates j y from B x using minimal assumptions about the spatial structure of j y , it is susceptible to making a biased estimate of the j y modulation amplitude due to the need to choose a low-pass filter cut-off frequency. In Fig. 2 of the main text we establish, using the deconvolution method, that the domain structure exhibited in j y is in good correspondence with that in the birefringence. Thus, the birefringence signal provides prior knowledge of j y that may be used to make an estimate of j y from B x that is less susceptible to bias.
Rather than computing j y by direct deconvolution of B x , we use an iterative method. Using birefringence images, we construct a parametric model of j y which is then convolved with the Biot-Savart kernel Eq. (2) to yield a trial magnetic field B x . We then vary the model parameters by gradient descent so as to minimize the residual squared error (RSE) between B x and the measured magnetic field B x . The amplification of high-frequency noise discussed in Supp. Sec. F is avoided because this method does not directly deconvolve magnetic field data. The peak-to-peak amplitude of j y , a model parameter, can then be used to compute anisotropy as described in Supp. Sec. G.
As shown in Supp. Fig. 7 , we model j y as being of fixed magnitude but rapidly reversing polarity upon crossing a domain wall. We parameterize this model according to
where j 0 is the amplitude of the current; the x i define the positions of the domain walls, and → 0 such that the error function approximates a step function.
Supp. Fig. 7 . Example of current density model used to fit magnetic field data.
The trial magnetic field B x is computed as the convolution of j y (x, j 0 , x 1 , . . . , x N ) with the Biot-Savart Green's function G:
where B 0 , B 1 , and B 2 account for fields produced by large-length-scale current modulations near the region of interest. Choosing a temperature where the magnetic signal is near its strongest, we determine the position of the domain walls by minimizing the RSE between B x and B x by varying j 0 , x i , B 0 , and B 1 . We then constrain the x i such that the spacing between domain walls is fixed but they may undergo a rigid translation and the position of the domain walls is determined by a single fit parameter x 0 . To determine the temperature dependence of j y we use the trial magnetic field
to find the j 0 , x 0 , B 0 , B 1 , and B 2 that minimize the RSE in magnetic field. We can then use Eq. (19) to compute the resistivity anisotropy at each temperature by setting δj y = j 0 . We estimate the uncertainty in current density by comparing the measured magnetic field to that calculated using the current density model and its optimal set of parameters. Supplementary Figs. 8 (a) and (b) show typical measured (orange) and model (blue) magnetic field for the parent and 2.5%-doped samples, respectively. We take the difference of these two curves and deconvolve the result with the Biot-Savart kernel, following the procedure in Supp. Sec. F with a cutoff frequency of 8 µm. The resulting current density represents an estimate of the difference between our model current density and the current density flowing through the sample. We overlay in Supp. Fig. 8 (c) and (d) for the parent and 2.5%-doped samples, respectively, the model (blue) and error (red) current densities for the same data presented in (a) and (b).
We define the uncertainty in δj y to be the spatial standard deviation in the computed error current density added in quadrature with error resulting from a 10% variation in sample thickness. The resistivity anisotropy error bars in Figs. 3 (e) and (f) result from propagating these uncertainties through Eq. (19) . These error bars represent uncertainty due to both random sources (e.g., noise in the measurement) and systematic sources, such as a specification of the current density model.
I. Definition of domain-averaged amplitudes
We now provide the definitions for the domainaveraged amplitudes A B (T ) and A θ (T ) used in the main text. We define the domain-averaged amplitude for magnetometry and birefringence modulations to be
respectively. T ref is a reference temperature chosen to be that where the amplitude of spatial modulations associated with domains is largest. We expect the domain amplitude to decrease from a peak value near 1 down to 0 as temperature rises through T nem . The domainaveraged amplitude will predominately reflect the size of features that are large in amplitude or extent. Smaller or unresolved features will therefore have a minimal effect on the amplitude, and the presence of, e.g., narrow domains that are visible in birefringence but not visible in magnetometry, will not negatively impact the efficacy of this technique.
J. Simulation of magnetic field for Figure 1d We simulated the magnetic field we expect to measure in a two-step process. First, the current density for a given configuration of nematic domains was computed using finite-element analysis. This current density was then used to numerically compute the magnetic field by convolution with the Biot-Savart kernel; see Supp. Sec. F.
K. Birefringence measurements
We augmented our SQCRAMscope magnetometer with an optical birefringence microscope similar to the setup in [21] ; see Supp. Fig. 9 . The sample, mounted on a silicon substrate in a UHV chamber, is illuminated by Supp. Fig. 8 . Error estimation. Panels (a) and (b) show the typical measured magnetic field (orange) and the magnetic field that results from the optimized current density model (blue) for the parent and doped samples,respectively. Panels (c) and (d) show the optimized current density (blue) and current density error (red) produced by deconvolving the difference in measured and calculated magnetic field in panels (a) and (b). a 780-nm LED with polarization set by a linear polarizer and a λ/2 waveplate. Light reflected from the sample passes through another linear polarizer and is imaged onto a CCD camera. Silver-coated mirrors and a 50:50 plate beamsplitter are carefully chosen to minimize distortion of the polarization, giving rise to an extinction ratio in excess of 1:1000. This provides an angular resolution better than 0.1°. The imaging optics are specifically designed to be installed in the SQCRAMscope with in-vacuum lenses to provide better numerical aperture. The microscope was tested with a 1951 USAF target and found to have a spatial resolution of ∼3 µm, estimated using the Rayleigh criterion.
The microscope determines the polarization rotation of light reflected from the sample using the two nearly crossed polarizers. The intensity of the light on the CCD camera is therefore indicative of the rotation angle ∆θ = θ out − θ in , where θ in is the linear polarization angle of the incident light and θ out is that of the reflected light. For samples discussed in the main text, the largest signal is found when the incident light is linearly polarized along the orthorhombic (110) o direction. This is consistent with the breaking of C 4 symmetry resulting in a reflectance difference between light polarized along (100) o versus (010) o . Therefore, we fix the incident polarization to be at 45°with respect to the orthorhombic axes, and define it to be the angular origin throughout the paper, i.e., θ in = 0 and θ out = ∆θ.
Because only a small optical birefringence is exhibited by Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 , even in the orthorhombic state, care must be taken to observe a signal. Depending on whether high accuracy or precision is required, we choose to operate the optical birefringence microscope in one of two imaging modes.
The first mode, which we call the relative mode, enables precise measurements of the relative polarization rotation angle between points on the sample ∆θ( r 1 ) − ∆θ( r 2 ) at the expense of an overall angular offset. For a given location on the sample, the intensity recorded on the camera is I(x, y; α) ∝ sin 2 [α − ∆θ(x, y)],
where we denote the angle of the second polarizer (the analyzer) measured from the maximum extinction position in the absence of birefringence α. By recording images at a series of α values, ∆θ is extracted through a leastsquare fit to I(α). However, we note that the accuracy of ∆θ is limited by that of α, which is set by the precision of optical components and is on the order of 0.2°. Consequently, small ∆θ cannot be directly compared against zero to infer the sign of polarization rotation. This mode of operation is suitable for measuring the contrast between twin domains, and therefore was employed for the data shown in Figs. 2-4 . The second mode, which we call the absolute mode, obviates this problem by fixing the angle of the analyzer α during sample cool-down and warm-up. This provides an improved accuracy in angle measurements but suffers from reduced precision. In this operation mode, a differential image is constructed as ∆I(x, y) = I(x, y; α + ) − I(x, y; α − ) ∝ sin 2 (α + − ∆θ) − sin 2 (α − − ∆θ)
where α − and α + are the angles of the analyzer during cool-down and warm-up, respectively. Here, the previous uncertainty in α is replaced by the unknown but fixed proportionality factor ∆θ(x, y) across datasets. We are therefore able to compare the rotation angle directly to zero and thus identify domains of opposite sign in the nematic order parameter. In addition, with a reference dataset taken in the relative mode, we are able to calibrate-out the unknown proportionality factor. This results in the dataset shown in Supp. Fig. 1 , where the birefringence of both parent and 2.5%-doped samples is measured across a large temperature span, all while retaining angular resolution in absolute units.
L. Registration of optical birefringence and magnetometry images
The optical birefringence and the magnetometry scans are performed using different optical axes and imaging systems. To calibrate away the spatial offset of the birefringence images to the magnetometry maps, a linearly polarized 780-nm laser beam resonant with 87 Rb D2 transition is injected along the same path as the polarimetry light source (white beam in Fig. 1 ). It is perpendicular to the sample surface. Absorption images of the BEC are then collected on the birefringence imaging camera. The same BEC is also imaged through the SQCRAMscope imaging axis (red beam in Fig. 1) . Together with the known magnification of the two imaging systems, this allows us to construct the coordinate transformation that brings the magnetometry data into the same coordinate system as the birefringence images. This provides the ability to make a direct comparison between the two, as shown in Figs. 2-4 of the main text.
